By your side
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*Image shows SnüzPod White

More than just a bedside crib.
Sleep safely, feed easily and be even closer with the all-new SnüzPod3 bedside
crib from Snüz, winner of the prestigious Queen’s Award for innovation.
SnüzPod3 boasts a stunning new look and brand new features,
including a reflux incline, a wider and lighter lift-off bassinet and
dual-view breathable mesh sides, making it the perfect sleep solution
from newborn to 6 months.

Lift-off bassinet

Dual-view mesh sides

Reflux tilt

Good to know..
Key benefits of bedside cribs.
ü
ü

Safe alternative to co-sleeping

Comfort, feed and bond, being close to your baby
ü
ü

No need to leave your bed during the night
ü

ü

Ease of breast-feeding

Ideal for c-section mums

Keep baby in your bedroom for the first six
months, as recommended by experts

What makes SnüzPod3 unique?
Lightweight,
removable bassinet
No need for a separate Moses Basket! SnüzPod3’s
NEW lift-off bassinet is now 30% lighter and 20%
more spacious...perfect for use around the home
and those daytime naps.

Dual view
breathable mesh
An additional rear mesh window promotes airflow
and allows you to view baby from more angles.

9 height settings
With 9 height settings, SnüzPod attaches
perfectly to both divan and framed beds
using adjustable straps provided.
Maximum parent mattress height 63cm.

Reflux incline
SnüzPod3 includes a reflux incline feature, helping
to soothe and reduce symptoms and provide that
extra bit of comfort for baby.

How it compares...

Size

100x49cm

92 x 56cm

91 x 52cm

Parent’s
Mattress
Height

33-63cm

43-58cm

43-58cm

Reflux Tilt
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ü
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Lift-off
Bassinet

ü

-

-

Dual View
Mesh

ü

-

-

Mattress
Included

ü

ü
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Rocking

ü

-
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0-6M*

0-6M*

0-6M*

-

ü

ü

Material

Beech wood,
Fabric

Metal,
Fabric

Metal,
Fabric

Bed
Attachment
Method

Divan and
framed bed
straps

Divan and
framed bed
straps

Divan and
framed bed
straps

Age

Travel Bag

*or until baby can sit up unaided

Choose your

St yle
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Perfect
Partners.

Storage Pocket

Mattress Protector
Frequently asked questions.
Q. How does it attach to my bed?

Q. Will it fit my bed?

A. Straps provided are compatible for both Divan and
Framed beds. The strap goes around the stand of the
SnüzPod and through the frame or base of the bed,
before clipping together and being pulled tight.

A. SnüzPod fits both divan and framed beds,
fitting flush to parents’ mattresses up to 58cm.
However, the zip-down front wall is specially
designed to be safely used with taller beds to a
maximum parent mattress height of 63cm.

Q. Does the crib require assembly?
A. Yes. Assembly can be done by one person and
takes around 45 minutes. All parts and tools are
included.
Q. Can it be cleaned?
A. Yes. The fabric part of the crib can be removed
and washed by hand.

Q. How does the re lux tilt work
and is it included?
A. Yes, every SnüzPod3 comes
with a reflux leg which can be
attached to either end of the crib,
depending on which side of the
bed it is placed. This has the affect of
raising one side to help reduce reflux
symptoms.

2 VS 3
Lets compare.

New Design

By your side

Bassinet Width

38cm

45cm

20% more spacious

Bassinet Weight

6kg

4.1kg

30% Lighter (only
1kg heavier than a
moses basket)

Height Settings

7

9

2 More Settings

Max Bed Height

58cm

63cm

5cm Higher

No

Yes

Reflux Tilt

1 Mesh Window

2 Mesh Windows

View baby from
both sides plus
increased
breathability

Reflux Tilt
Breathability

@snuzuk
#snuzpod

